
Foundations Program Spring 2017 Student Survey Report  
 
SUMMARY  

In Spring of 2017, currently enrolled Columbia students who had completed the courses in the 
Visual Arts Foundations Program were surveyed to examine their satisfaction with the program 
and its educational impact. The survey was an effort to assess the relatively new program’s 
strengths and to better shape Foundations for student success.  

Overall, students felt that the program was most successful in fostering their ability to develop 
and critique their own projects and the work of others and in exposing them to a wide range of 
materials and processes. According to student feedback, the areas with the greatest need of 
improvement are helping students understand the purposes and values of Foundations as a whole, 
especially Making 1 and 2, within their greater academic and professional careers.  

Helping students to recognize the College’s purposes for Foundations and aiding them to utilize 
the program’s skills and concepts throughout the rest of their respective majors suggests a need 
to make more explicit (through syllabi, stated learning outcomes, assignments, and instruction) 
the curriculum’s sequencing and goals.  

In a meeting among Visual Art Foundations directors and Art and Art History department 
leadership, the group acknowledged the difficulty that students, especially in their first year, have 
with self-reflection and articulating their own artistic practices. They also expressed that 
Foundations is intended to teach creative problem-solving skills that students can adapt to varied 
processes and practices rather than a single vocation. Effective Fall 2018, Making is being 
combined into a single course, which faculty noted will likely respond to several of the 
challenges students voiced about the program.  

THE SURVEY  
 
In Spring 17, a survey with 16 multiple choice questions and an area for open-ended response 
was sent to 299 students who had completed the Foundations sequence. 85 students responded (a 
28.4% response rate).  
 
Multiple choice questions asked students to rate the educational impact of, and/or satisfaction 
with, particular learning outcomes and classroom experiences, using the following scale: 
 

• Very Much 
• Some or somewhat 
• A little 
• Not at all 
• Not applicable 

 
In the following report, questions responded to with a clear majority of “Very much” and 
“Some” are considered high satisfaction, questions receiving a majority of “A little” and “Not at 
all” responses are considered low satisfaction.  
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RESPONDENT DATA 
 

 

 
 
 
FACTORS INFLUENCING ENROLLMENT IN SKILLS COURSES 
 
Figure 3 (below) depicts the extent to which certain factors influenced students’ enrollment in 
various Foundations Skills Courses.  
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Figure 3:  Extent of Factors Influencing Students’ Choice of Skills Courses 
 

Influencing Factor Very Much or Somewhat Important 
Interest in the Class 
 

76% 

Desire to Experiment with Various Skills  
 

75% 

Class Meeting Time 73% 
 
HIGHEST AREAS OF STUDENT SATISFACTION  
 
Figure 4 (below) ranks the areas in which the greatest percentage of students expressed that 
Foundations aided their growth “Very Much” or “Somewhat.”  
 

Figure 4:  Highest Areas of Student Satisfaction 
 

Ability/Skill/Learning Outcome Very Much or Somewhat 
Critically Reflect on the Work of Others 
 

71% 

Exhibit Technical Competence in a Range of 
Materials, Tools, and Processes 
 

69% 

Document, Present, and Critically Reflect on 
Your Own Work 
 

68% 

Develop and Apply Individual Creative 
Strategies for Making Work 
 

63% 

Take Active Responsibility for Your Own 
Education 

61%  

 
Conclusions 
1. Students believed that Foundations was strongest in facilitating and teaching a). a variety of 
technical competencies b). the ability to develop individual projects and c). the ability to reflect 
critically on their own work and the work of others.  
 
2. The majority of students demonstrated satisfaction with learning a range of materials, tools, 
and processes. However, students voiced conflicting wants for either more or less digital-based 
topics. Several Graphic Design majors, for instance, voiced frustration with taking non-digital 
Skills Courses in lieu of what they considered more relevant topics. Conversely, students with 
non-digital majors sought more non-digital Skills Courses.  
 
This disparity is indicative of one of the greatest challenges of Foundations (focused on in the 
next section):  students struggling to contextualize and appreciate the program within their longer 
academic and professional career.  
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LOWEST AREAS OF STUDENT SATISFACTION  
 
Though students gained individual skills and the ability to create and reflect on projects, both 
multiple choice and open-ended survey questions point to students struggling to recognize the 
vision and lasting purpose of Foundations relative to their major programs.  
 
Figure 5 (below) includes the areas in which the greatest percentages of students expressed only 
a little or no educational impact at all.  
 

Figure 5:  Areas in Which Students Were Least Satisfied  
 

Ability/Skill/Learning Outcome  A Little or Not at All  
Identify and Understand the Historical 
Context of Creative Practice 
 

64% 

Prepared You for Success in Your Career 
 

64% 

Experienced a Connection Between Making I 
and Making II 

53% 

 
Notable Student Comments:  
 

1. Struggles to Understand the Focus and Purpose of Making 1 and 2 and Need for Greater 
Collaboration Among Team Teaching Faculty (see Appendix C for full responses)  
 

Several students voiced difficulty understanding the purposes of Making 1 and 2, some to the 
extent that they considered transferring. One student expressed that “the making classes need a 
more purposeful curriculum,” echoing others who thought Making courses were too broad.  
 
One student voiced that “each class felt like it existed in a vacuum,” and another likened the 
first-year student experience in Foundations to “being thrown around in classes.” Other 
responses attributed some of this to a need for greater collaboration and consistency between 
faculty team teaching the larger Making sections.   
 

2. Allowing for More Adaptability to Individual Majors (see Appendix D for full responses).  
 
Regarding Making 1 and 2, several students encouraged revising curriculum and instruction to 
allow lessons to be more easily adapted by students to create projects related their majors. 
Students suggested that this would allow Making 1 and 2 to better prepare them for classes in 
their majors and avoid feeling like their first year didn’t prepare them for later courses. This 
suggestion was especially prominent among Graphic Design majors.  
 
Desire for Foundations to be more easily adapted to chosen majors seems to conflict, however, 
with an initial purpose of the program:  to expose incoming students to a range of options for 
choosing a major and to simplify the process of switching majors within their first year.  
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Conclusions 
1. “Understanding the historical context of creative practice” had the highest rating of 
dissatisfaction. However, individual students voiced appreciation for Intro to Visual Culture). 
Furthermore, in the open-ended responses, no one singled out a lack of historical context as a 
weakness of Foundations. This suggests students may have been largely indifferent to the 
component of historical contextualization rather than explicitly frustrated by a lack of it.  
 
2. The fact that the majority of respondents were upperclassmen reinforces the claim voiced by 
several that the they struggled to appreciate the lasting impact of Foundations.  
 
3. In the open-ended section of the survey, students voiced more explicit criticism of Making 1 
and 2 than for Intro to Visual Culture and Foundations. However, it’s unclear if the ability to 
create and reflect on individual work and to reflect on the work of others (highest satisfaction 
rating) were gained from Making, Skills Courses, Intro to Visual Culture, or a combination due 
to those skills pertaining to specific learning objectives of Making 1 and 2, as stated below 

• Making 1:  Communicate effectively in written and spoken forms about their own 
work and the work of others  

• Making 2:  Self-direct their creative production  
• Making 1:  Adopt a rigorous routine of self-assessment 

 
MOVING FORWARD  
 
1). Clearer documents/guidelines for instructors of Making might provide language for teaching 
to students the course’s importance and relevance to majors. 
 
2). Since the Foundations Program is a first-year college experience, allowing students to adapt 
lessons and topics to their majors will be a challenge as many students likely will not have a 
strong enough understanding of their chosen fields and a purpose of Foundations is to give 
students wide exposure for choosing a major. However, it is still worth exploring how Making 
might combine appropriately broad lessons with allowing students to eventually adapt concepts 
to more specialized projects.  
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Appendix A:  10/6/17 Art Foundations Discussion Notes  
 
(The following notes report on the discussion of the Visual Arts Foundations Assessment from 
the 2015-16 and 2016-17 AYs.) 
 
Art Foundations Meeting 10/6/17  
 
The Skills Classes: students were interested in these skills; they liked the opportunities for 
exploration of different media and contexts.  
 
The low student satisfaction with “historical context” reflects a disconnect between the program 
goals and course objectives – Introduction to Visual Culture focuses on visual literacy and 
critical thinking.  We will need to update the program goals for future assessment and to better 
represent the course content. 
 
There is a need for student reflective pieces to better assess and provide context to student work. 
In IVC, “reflection” had the highest amount of “below expectations” in terms of student 
performance.  
 
Amy Mooney: Reflection “strikes a chord;” this varies in how instructors “charge” the student to 
state how work relates to your practice as an (interior designer or fine artist). Individual 
instructors do not emphasize this evenly throughout the sections.  
 
Onur Ozturk: The next action point was for instructors to be more conscious of this. Also, we 
acknowledge that first year students are not necessarily good at reflection.  
 
Amy: They don’t know their fields well enough to provide good analysis and reflection for 
future work.  
 
Onur: It’s ironic that when I talk to students two years later that they make these connections as 
juniors, but they had a difficult time as freshmen.  
 
Duncan Mackenzie: Creative work is not job training, so we did not focus on “major skills” that 
set students up for one specific vocation. The creative problem solving process is not universal, 
so students should learn concepts that they can adapt to later processes.  
 
Amy:  One of the challenges is that first year students want to connect everything to their major.  
 
Question: “What did you find surprising?” 
 
Amy: As former Director, the survey numbers are more positive than I would have thought, 
especially given the challenges during the year with first year students.  I am not surprised that 
team teaching is a challenge.  
 
Duncan: Making will now be one class (Foundations Studio) and we are bringing back a 
semester long drawing class. Single instructor, 20-24 students. Effective Fall 18.  
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Ivan Brunetti: How will this affect critique time for students? 
  
Duncan:  We need to develop good strategies to get students to develop these abilities 
themselves and not look at the instructor to lead.   
 
Ivan:  Even the seniors look to the instructor to lead critiques. By then the students should be 
doing it themselves.  
 
Duncan:  A major challenge has been staffing in Foundations due to the tiering system in the 
CBA. 
 
Ivan: The drawing class will help students see connections to the majors. Also, while this is hard 
to quantify, I’d like to know what they think the purposes of these course are? 
 
Duncan:  We learned we lacked a uniform method of delivery and emphasis (based on these 
results). We sat with Making faculty and mimicked what the Making class should be about. We 
have also had so many leadership transitions; we had 4 chairs in 2 years. Now we have a little 
more stability.  
 
Ivan:  Under the old format (drawing, 2-d, 3-d design) we had students also not making the 
connections. So is this going to change anything? 
 
Onur: I had a similar class to Making as an undergraduate student myself and I hated it. It wasn’t 
until later on in my career I realized the course’s value.   
 
Ivan: The “randomness” feeling might be fixed by the changes.  
 
Philip Von Zwek:  Students didn’t make connections between the Making and the Skills classes.  
 
Amy:  There’s also a perception that IVC is too prescribed.  There’s no budget for adjuncts to 
attend meetings even if they wanted to. Also no IVC or Foundations coordinators. We really 
benefitted from the counsel of the CiTE and that unit is no longer at the College. 
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Appendix B:  Full Response Data for Multiple Choice Questions 
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